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A Note on 
Armstrong Numbers
In this note we provide a way for identifyingArmstrong numbers. We also discuss theirgeneralizations.
Introduction
In recreational number theory, an Armstrong number
(named after Michael F. Armstrong) of the first kind is a
number that is the sum of its own digits each raised to the
power of the number of digits. For example,
153 = 13 + 53 + 33. In this note we study three-digit
Armstrong numbers of the first kind and their patterns in the
general case (Armstrong numbers of the second kind) and we
also list all the n-digit Armstrong numbers of the first kind.
Theorem 1. There are only four three-digit Armstrong
numbers of the first kind. They are 153, 370, 371 and
407.
Proof. Consider a three-digit number N = 100A+ 10B+ C
where A,B,C ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . .9} and A ̸= 0. Assuming that
it is an Armstrong number, we shall find the possible values
of A,B,C.
From the definition of an Armstrong number, it follows that
A 3 + B 3 + C 3 = 100A+ 10B+ C. We consider the
different possible values of A.
Suppose that A = 1. Then B 3 + C 3 = 10B+ C+ 99. The
number on the right side is at least 99 and at most 198.
Hence B < 6 and C < 6. We can check that either
B = C = 4, or one of B or C is 5. (The other possibilities
clearly do not work out.)
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Clearly (B,C) = (4, 4) does not satisfy B 3 + C 3 = 10B+ C+ 99.
Hence one of B or C is 5. If B = 5, then C 3 − C = 24, so C = 3, hence the number is 153.
If C = 5, then B 3 + 125 = 10B+ 104, so B 3 − 10B = −21, but this does not yield any positive integer
solution for B.
Hence the first three-digit Armstrong number is 153.
That is, 13 + 53 + 33 = 1+ 125+ 27 = 153.
Next, suppose that A = 2. Then B 3 + C 3 = 10B+ C+ 192. The number on the right side is at least 192
and at most 291, hence either B = C = 5, or one of B or C is 6.
In neither case do we find any such B and C which fits the equation. So there is no three-digit Armstrong
number starting with 2.
Next, suppose that A = 3; then B 3 + C 3 = 10B+ C+ 273. The number on the right side is at least 273
and at most 372, which implies (B,C) = (5, 6) or (6, 5) or B or C is 7. It is easy to check that the
possibilities (B,C) = (5, 6) and (B,C) = (6, 5) do not work. Now consider the possibility C = 7; in this
case B 3 = 10B− 63, but this gives no such B. Next, consider B = 7; in this case we have C 3 = C, which
gives C = 0 or C = 1. Hence the possible numbers are 370, 371. Equality works out for both these
numbers.
That is, 33 + 73 + 03 = 27+ 343+ 0 = 370 and 33 + 73 + 13 = 27+ 343+ 1 = 371.
Now let us proceed with the case A = 4. In this case we have B 3 +C 3 = 10B+C+ 336. The number on
the right side is at least 336 and at most 435, which implies (B,C) = (5, 6) or (6, 5) or B or C is 7. It is
easy to check that no solution exists with either B = 7 or (B,C) = (5, 6) or (6, 5). Hence we take C = 7,
which gives B 3 = 10B. This yields B = 0. Hence the number is 407. This fits the requirement.
That is, 43 + 03 + 73 = 64+ 0+ 343 = 407.
If we experiment with the possibilities A ∈ {5, 6, 7, . . . ., 9}, we do not find any solutions for B and C.
Hence there are only four three-digit Armstrong numbers of the first kind; they are 153, 370, 371, 407.
Note. In [1], the author Dr. MOLOY DE gives a brief description on Armstrong numbers as follows:
“Armstrong numbers of first kind are base dependent and they are certainly rare. They cannot have more
than 60 digits in base 10, because for n > 60, n9n < 10n−1. Since there is an upper limit to their size, it
is theoretically possible to find all of them, given sufficient computer time. However, 1060 is an
unimaginably huge number, so such a ‘brute force’ approach would be unwise. Luckily, D. Winter proved
in 1985 that there are exactly 88 base-10 Armstrong numbers of first kind, and they must have 1, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 27, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 38 or 39 digits.
Of course, the one-digit Armstrong numbers of first kind are somewhat trivial since clearly 11 = 1, 21 = 2
etc. The Armstrong numbers of first kind up to 10 digits are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 153, 370, 371, 407,
1634, 8208, 9474, 54748, 92727, 93084, 548834, 1741725, 4210818, 9800817, 9926315,
24678050, 24678051, 88593477, 146511208, 472335975, 534494836, 912985153, and
4679307774. The largest Armstrong number of first kind (in base 10) is the 39-digit beast:
115132219018763992565095597973971522401”.
The following table gives a list of all n-digit Armstrong numbers of the first kind [2], [3].
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No. Armstrong Numbers of first kind
1 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
3 153, 370, 371, 407
4 1634, 8208, 9474
5 54748, 92727, 93084
6 548834
7 1741725, 4210818, 9800817, 9926315
8 24678050, 24678051, 88593477
9 146511208, 472335975, 534494836, 912985153





17 21897142587612075, 35641594208964132, 35875699062250035
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Generalisations of Armstrong numbers
Now we discuss some generalizations of Armstrong numbers. In Theorem 1 we discussed n-digit
Armstrong numbers of the first kind. Now we discuss the Armstrong numbers of second kind. Such a
number has the property that it “is equal to the sum of the cubes of numbers composed of two successive
digits or three successive digits or four successive digits and so on of the number.” For example:
153 = 13 + 53 + 33 (Armstrong number of first kind);
165033 = 163 + 503 + 333 (Armstrong number of second kind);
166500333 = 1663 + 5003 + 3333 (Armstrong number of second kind);
166650003333 = 16663 + 50003 + 33333 (Armstrong number of second kind).
First we prove the example stated above, then we explore these numbers and their generalizations.
Theorem 2.
1666…3 + 5000…3 + 3333…3 = 1666…6 5000…0 3333…3,
where the numbers of 6’s, 3’s and 0’s are the same in the three numbers on the left side.
Proof. Here 1 3 + 53 + 33 = 1+ 125+ 27 = 153, 16 3 + 503 + 333 = 165033. Here we can see a
pattern among the results. To prove the pattern for all A,B,C, take A,B,C in terms of variable “n” such
that we can say
n A B C ABC
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1666…3 + 5000…3 + 3333…3 = 1666…6 5000…0 3333…3.
Theorem 3. There exist Armstrong numbers of the second kind corresponding to all three-digit
Armstrong numbers of the first kind.
Proof. Let us start with an Armstrong number of the first kind, say 100A+ 10B+ C = 370.
Take the six-digit number A0B0C0 where A0,B0,C0 are two-digit numbers such that





4A0 + 102B0 + C0,
where A0 has the form 3a or a3, B0 has the form 7b or b7, and C0 has the form 0c or c0.




0 is a six-digit number starting with 3 and
followed by a. There are 4 possible cases to consider.
Let us take the case where B0 = 7b and C0 = 0c.
It should be clear that 30 3 ≤
(
3a
) 3 ≤ 393. We get similar bounds for B 30 and C 30 .
Now we make use of the following relations:
• minimum possible value of B 30 + C
3
0 is equal to minimum possible value of(






− maximum possible value of A 30 ;
• maximum possible value of B 30 + C
3
0 is equal to maximum possible value of(






− minimum possible value of A 30 .
From this we deduce that B 30 + C
3
0 lies between 240681 and 372999.
Since C 30 does not exceed 729 and 723 > 372999, B0 can be only 70 or 71.
If B0 = 70, then A 30 + C
3
0 ≤ 56999. Hence A0 lies between 30 and 38.
Here first two digits are 34, hence A0 ∈ [34, 38].





3 + 343000+ c 3. It is clear that no ‘a’ satisfies this equation. Similarly,
B0=71 also doesn’t give any solution.
Now let us take the case where B0 = b7 and C0 = 0c.









= 3a670c; from this we get a = 3 and c = 0 or 1.
If we continue the same for B0 = 7b,C0 = c0, we get no solution.
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If we continue the same for B0 = b7,C0 = 0c, we get B0 = 67 and C0 = 0 or 1.
That is, if A0 = a3, then we get A0 = 33, B0 = 67, C0 = 00 or 01.
Now observe that 3 3 + 73 + 03 = 370 and 333 + 673 + 003 = 336700.






and C = 000...
(n times). Since
























(10n) + 0(100) =




Hence the generalization for 153:
1666…3 + 5000…3 + 3333…3 = 1666…6 5000…0 3333…3.
The same generalisation works for the numbers 370, 371 and 407. These yield the four Armstrong
numbers of the second kind.
Hence there exist Armstrong numbers of the second kind for all three-digit Armstrong numbers of the first
kind.
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